CREATING NEW RADIATION DETECTION SOLUTIONS
HOT SPOT LOCATOR
SM1000
The Challenge

- Identifying the exact location of hotspots of radioactivity is increasingly important
  - Decontamination
  - Emergency Response
  - Decommissioning
  - Public Reassurance
  - Homeland Security

Our Solution

- HSL500: A portable gamma camera that rapidly and accurately locates radioactive sources
Hot Spot Locator™
HSL Applications
The Challenge

• Identifying radioactive isotopes within a mixed field:
  – Security and Border Control
  – Decontamination
  – Emergency Response
  – Decommissioning
  – Environmental Monitoring

Our Solution

• A handheld isotopic identifier with additional capabilities
SM1000 – Multi-modality

- Designed to answer three questions:
  - **Is** there a threat?
  - **What** is the threat?
  - **Where** is the threat?
Thank you for listening
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